
B.Sc. General Examinations 2021
(Under CBCS Pattern)

Semester - VI

Subject: COMPUTER SCIENCE
Paper : SEC 4-T & P

Full Marks : 40 (Theory-25 + Practical-15)

Time : 2 Hours

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own
words as far as practicable.

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

R-Programming

[Theory]

GROUP - A

Answer any one of the following: 1×10=10

1. a) Explain about Variables, Constants and Data Types in R Programming.

b) How to create, name , access , merging and manipulate list elements? Explain with

examples. 5+5

2. a) Write about Arithmetic and Boolean operators in R programming.
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b) How to create user defined function in R? How to define default values in R? Write

syntax and examples. 4+6

GROUP - B

Answer any one of the following: 1×15=15

3. a) Write R code to return a complex object.

b) How to pass default values for arguments in R?

c) What are different modes of working with R. 7+6+2

4. a) Write R code for binary search.

b) List of differences vector and list.

c) Explain in details about dataframe and arrays with example in R code. 7+2+6

5. a) Write applications of R programming.

b) Explain list data structure and its operations with example.

c) Write R code to find the factorial of a number. 3+6+6
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[Practical]

Answer any one question . 1×15=15

7. Write a program that asks the user for a number n and prints the sum of the numbers

1 to n.

8. Write a function that returns the largest element in a list.

9. Implement the selection sort algorithm.
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or

Android Programming

[Theory]

GROUP - A

Answer any one of the following: 1×10=10

1. What is Android? Write a short note on Android Architecture. What are the JVM

(Java Virtual Machine) and DVM (Dalvik Virtual Machine)?

(2 + 4 + 4)

2. Write a few words about ‘View’ and ‘View group’ in Android. Write a short note on

Android Lifecycle. What is Linux kernel in android? (3 + 5 + 2)

GROUP - B

Answer any one of the following: 1×15=15

3. Write about XML(extensible markup language) used in Android. Why JAVA is used

in Android? Write about the Inheritance and Interface in JAVA with proper example.

(5+5+5)

4. Write a short note on Constraint Layout used in Android. Write a short note on

Widgets used in Android. Write about the Elements and attributes used in XML.

(5+5+5)

5. Write a short note on Android Studio. Write down about the Relative Layout used in

XML with proper syntax. What is the Manifest file in Android ? (5+5+5)
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[Practical]

Answer any one question . 1×15=15

6. Write a program in Android Studio to display your name, age, phone and email in a

constraint layout. Write both XML and JAVA codes with proper output.

(15)

7. Write an android program for login page where username=”abc” and password  =”123"

including the XML and JAVA codes with proper output. (15)

8. Write a program in android studio to demonstrate about the “spinner”. Write both XML

and JAVA codes with proper output. (15)
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XML Programming

[Theory]

GROUP - A

Answer any one of the following: 1×10=10

1. What is XML? How does it differ from HTML? Give an example of XML tree

structure. Also, state the benefits of using XML. 2+3+3+2

2. a) What do you mean by XML DOM? List down the rules for writing an XML.

b) State the meaning and advantages of using XML DTD and namespace.

(3+3) + 4

GROUP - B

Answer any one of the following: 1×15=15

3. a) What is a well formed XML document? Give example.

b) Explain XML elements and attribute with an example.

 c) What is the purpose of XLST? Briefly explain. 5 + 5 + 5

4. a) Differentiate between simple and complex elements.

b) Explain the different parts of XSL.

c) What is XLink? Discuss. 4 + 5 + 6



5. a) How is an XML code interpreted? Discuss.

b) Can a HTML be replaced by XML? Justify your answer.

c) Explain the use of data binding in XML. 6 + 5 + 4
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[Practical]

Answer any one question . 1×15=15

6. Write an XML program to construct eight mcq based questions containing the following

attributes:

           Question No.; Question; 4 choices (Choice 1, Choice 2, Choice 3, Choice 4); correct

answer.

7. Create an XML to represent the following structure of data present in table

EMPLOYEE.

Employee ld Gender Employee Name Designation Salary

SD/1020 Male Ravi Manager 80,000

SD/1025 Male Peter Assistant Manager 70,000

SD/1030 Female Arti Clerk 40,000

8. Write an XML to send a reminder note to ten customers to pay their electricity bill

before their last date.
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EMPLOYEE 

Employee ld Gender Employee Name Designation Salary

SD/1020 Male Ravi Manager 80,000

SD/1025 Male Peter Assistant Manager 70,000

SD/1030 Female Arti Clerk 40,000

(reminder note)


